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Appendix B: 
Guenther Notes 

 
For readers familiar with the work of Herbert Guenther, I have excerpted passages below that 

contextualize some of the ideas present in the Process Model with respect to corresponding ideas 
from Guenther’s writings. The excerpts below also serve to illustrate Guenther’s characteristic 
style of experimenting with language that could convey pure process thinking. 

 
Footnote 7: Here Guenther (1989) describes the difference between an objectivists’ view of 

process and a pure process view. The objective view starts with discrete objects, describes 
relations between them, and finally, derives processes to explain those relations. The result is 
that the processes are prescribed by the objects and then assumed to be the processes that 
generated the objects in the first place. The Yogacara thinkers created the practice of focusing on 
directing attention and awareness into the dynamic process—a practice that enabled them to 
eventually watch the actual creation of objects, and then their relations, in the field of 
mind/mentation. A pure process view, then, is inimical with the practice of this kind of 
attention/awareness; for otherwise the view is pre-conditioned and pre-constrained by the very 
physical or conceptual objects one is attempting to get beneath. 

 
Objectivists, like other reductionists, are unable to understand the dynamic image of the 
living individual as it is presented by the Yogacara thinkers through the notion of yoga, 
indicating the process of a person’s tuning into the dynamics of life. For the objectivist, 
nouns, whether they refer to mentation or to a gestalt, … stand for things that are supposed 
to have properties in and of themselves and stand in relationship to one another 
independently of any individual’s understanding them. However, it is not only the western 
interpreters of Buddhist thought who started from the objectivists’ fallacious premise. 
 
It was the creative approach initiated by the Yogacara thinkers that had the greatest impact 
on those who came into contact with it. They were not so concerned with the building 
blocks to which a dynamic system such as mind/mentation might be reduced … . They 
were mainly concerned with the question of how one could understand oneself in one’s 
psychospiritual development, how one could understand the spiritual way as a process 
rather than an inert link between two static states. [Thus] the Yogacara thinker’s process-
oriented view, which emphasizes the human system’s process of unfolding, fitted well into 
the rDzogs-chen view, which emphasizes the system’s self-renewal and freedom and 
expresses a fundamental complementarity in the system’s overall dynamics. (pp. 3-4) 
 
Footnote 9: Note the distinction Guenther (1989) makes, below, between earlier versions of 

mind/mentation which already included dynamic and systemic components, and the new vision 
of reality. The earlier view considered processes carried on by “discrete atomic entities” and 
therefore was derived from an atomistic view. The same condition appears in western process 
philosophy with Whitehead’s dominant monad, and Wilber’s central agentic nexus. According to 
Guenther, the later Dzogchen view distinguishes itself as a unitary ongoing process. While both 
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systems retain mind/mentation at the center of the individual’s life, only the later, process view 
renders transparent the human being’s embeddedness in this operational system. 

 
The emphasis on mind/mentation, not only as a dynamic factor, but as an operational 
system, is already present in early Buddhist thought, where it initiated a further probing 
into the dynamics of the system and paved the way for a new vision of reality and the 
human being’s embeddedness in it. This does not mean that the old model was simply 
discarded; rather the old model was incorporated into the new one and given a new 
meaning. With mentation at the center of the individual’s life, it was clearly seen that the 
granular constituents of the overall attitude a person displays toward the world and toward 
himself were more of the nature of distinct modes of a unitary ongoing process than 
discrete atomic entities. (p. 2) 
 
Footnote 10: In the following excerpt, Guenther (1984) discloses both the difficulty of 

languaging the Dzogchen view, as well as his persistent intellectual tenacity for experimenting 
with language to capture it. His approach is truly extraordinary, since almost all contemporary 
Buddhist writing, outside of repeating the mythic narratives of the traditions, take a 
soteriological approach, in which the reader is guided by various “pointing exercises” which are 
meant to direct the reader to deeper levels of meaning which the text has very little capacity to 
express. Guenther, on the other hand, attempts to create a text that could disclose “this mystery” 
through language that could convey the simultaneous interconnectedness of mind/mentation, 
text, and that which was being “pointed out,” namely the operational system, mind/mentation. 

 
Once one begins to probe the essential insights of this fundamental mystery—as 
understood by the rDzocgs-chen tradition—one is immediately faced with a seemingly 
insurmountable obstacle to comprehensibility. We refer to a subtle, pervasive simultaneity 
of complexity, interconnectedness, and dynamic high-energy processes, which is so alien 
to any “natural attitudes” that one might well be tempted to give up in despair. … however, 
we shall have to present the reader with an overall perspective of how this mystery itself is 
understood to constitute that fundamental, pervasive, unified, holistic process whose highly 
energized dynamics set up the variety of subprocesses and their associated structures which 
are so feebly indicated by the term “Reality.” In doing so it will be necessary to introduce a 
number of totality unfamiliar terms, for these name unfamiliar perspectives and insights. 
Although difficult at first, because the nature of what we are probing is most difficult for 
thought, it is hoped that mentally moving into this admittedly foreign terrain will become 
easier as the implications of the interconnections of these new perspectives are drawn out. 
To aid in this task we will frequently resort to analogies with phenomena and patterns of 
thought already explored, and hence available, within the Western intellectual traditions of 
science and philosophy. (p. 3) 
 
Footnote 11: In the following excerpt, Guenther (1984) makes a very subtle but clear 

distinction between different interpretations of the notion of “das Sein” (“Being”). “Being” for 
Guenther, (as gzhi for the Dzogchen) can never be regarded in itself, cannot be pointed to or 
pointed out, or even ultimately conceived. Rather “Being” is the open-ing—an ongoing activity, 
therefore a verb, not a noun. Whereas, for example, “emptiness” is that vast space through which 
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“form” arises, “Being” is the dynamic operation, the “tensioning” of open-ing, through which 
“emptiness and form” arise apposite.  

 
Insofar as it [gzhi] is the ground and reason for everything, always retaining its thoroughly 
dynamic character, it is a unified holistic process “responsible” for the variety of 
structures, things, and experiences that are said to make up Reality, yet it must never be 
confused nor identified with the variegated nature of that which comes into presence. We 
will “translate” this most elusive and important term (gzhi) as Being, thereby indicating the 
similarity in philosophical understanding between the rDzogs-chen view of Reality’s 
dynamic holistic ground and that of Martin Heidegger’s view of Reality’s nonreductive, 
essentially open character termed “das Sein.” It is crucial to avoid associating the term 
Being as we shall use it throughout, with any determinate, isolatable, static essence or 
thing: indeed, Heidegger named all such associations “ontic” and constantly cautioned 
against reducing the fundamental dynamics of Being to the ontic. (p. 5) 
 
Footnote 25: There are numerous places in Guenther’s works where he writes about the dual 

character of movement—a sample of which is excerpted below. The Process Model discerns 
these two movements as the operations in the Epistemological Field on the one hand, and the 
operations of the Ontological Dimension on the other. The following passage clearly illustrates 
this correspondence with the subject-object bound consciousness inside the dichotomic 
structures of thought relegated to the one (epistemological), and the transformative experience of 
open possibility, to the other. Guenther (1989) writes: 

 
On close inspection, this process [mind/mentation as an operational system] revealed a 
dual character and movement. The first movement presented a continuous transformation 
in the direction of what is commonly referred to as “consciousness.” It is instrumental in 
the structuring of one’s world experience as it becomes predominantly geared to 
representational and objectifying thinking. In this manner objects exist for a subject which 
then “grasps,” “manipulates,” and “controls” them, In this respect, this renewed emphasis 
on mentation is not very different from other psychologies of subjective dominance. What 
is new in this reassessment of the operation of mentation is the recognition that the subject-
object structure of thought is an emergent structure far from being normative for all 
experience.  
 
The other movement within mentation presents, as it were, a complete reversal of this trend 
toward dichotomic thought patterns. Not only is the subject-object structure of thought 
suspended in this reversal, but the experiencer himself is “changed.” He no longer 
apprehends himself as an isolable entity called “subject” among other entities called 
“objects,” which he has to struggle against and control in a vain attempt to preserve his 
“splendid isolation.” Rather he apprehends himself as a way of being embedded in a life-
world of open possibilities. (pp. 2-3) 
 
Footnote 33: It is fascinating to note that, 16 years after Guenther (1984) wrote the following 

excerpt, Stuart Kaufmann incorporates much the same view in his book of theoretical reflections 
on the nature of the origins of the universe: Investigations (2000). In it, Kaufmann hypothesizes 
a fourth law of thermodynamics, in which spontaneous exergonic (negontropic, or entropy-
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reducing) and nonspontaneous endergonic (entropic) dynamics are linked into a self-optimizing 
system.  

 
Experience-as-such is likened to the cloudless autumn sky, a vast expanse of blue which 
draws us further and further into infinite realms; its “essence” is self-existent pristine 
cognitiveness; and its “indication is the lucidity present in the variety of cognitive 
processes [the former correlating to the ontological, the later to the epistemological—
author’s note].  
 
Thus, although we have seen that probing Being’s mystery [i.e., epistemological 
reasoning] entails moving into rather “alien” terrain, paradoxically this very mystery is 
always “available” to us [note the aspect of being always already], operating in the all too 
familiar forms of our cognitive processes. In fact, our cognitive processes are relatively 
low-level instantiations of Being’s pristine cognitiveness. Yet even such low levels are not 
present as some finitely fixed amount of pristine cognitiveness. Indeed, as beings endowed 
with a cognitive capacity, we constitute a special, locally bound nexus, [note: this is the 
local point of view, or the here-and-now that arises through processes in the 
epistemological field—as is discussed below], a nodal point on the surface of Being itself, 
through which the full energy of pristine cognitiveness tends toward optimization … [and 
is known as] Being’s thrust toward optimization. The thrust itself operates so as to 
dissipate both locally generated entropy, experienced as the welter of affective 
disturbances, collectively termed Samsara and locally bound negentropy, experienced as 
the variety of hypothesized states of bliss and happiness, collectively termed Nirvana. (pp. 
9-10) 
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